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   In the Middle Ages, as today, the family was a varied and vital structure which functioned to serve its members in a
variety of ways. The family was the basic financial unit, providing food, clothing and shelter. It also served as the
social and spiritual base for the individual. Yet, like today, the family unit sometimes broke down, or was not willing
or able to provide for all of its members. Being on one's own was problematic for anyone, but particularly for women,
who were more physically and legally vulnerable. In these cases, the church often stepped in, offering aid to women
who did not have a family infrastructure to support them.
   In London, St. Bartholomew's Hospital was one institution which offered such aid to women. Though we know that
St. Bartholomew's offered help to single and married women from its foundation book, these individuals are virtually
invisible in the property records that survive.1 Widows are the most prominent group of women in hospital records,
appearing as one of the major actors in at least 90 of the approximately 1650 transactions in the cartulary,2 because of
their financial and legal responsibilities. Upon the death of her husband, a woman controlled substantial family
property, often for the first time in her life. In London, this usually included the dower, consisting of at least one-third
of the marital property which was to provide for the widow for the duration of her life.3 Widows were also allowed to
remain in the homes they had shared with their husbands until they remarried or died; this right was known as free
bench.41 It is these property responsibilities which make widows stand out in the records of St. Bartholomew's. Such
assets could give a woman greater freedom than she had ever experienced. On the other hand, they might prove to be
a burden to women with little experience managing assets on their own, who were in ill health or who had large debts
or family problems. Some widows appear to have turned to the hospital for help. In this paper, I will make some
preliminary interpretations of transactions by widows recorded in the Cartulary of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.5
   St. Bartholomew's financial help for widows seems to have consisted primarily of aid in poverty and in making
retirement arrangements which freed the widow from the burdens of property management. The dynamics of these
situations varied. Clearly widows overburdened by debt were not in a strong bargaining position, while widows
overburdened by property had more options and better control over their situations. At times, the hospital simply
provided witnesses, and perhaps aided in negotiations, between widows and third parties to arrange the payment of
debts or the maintenance of property. In other cases, the hospital took more direct action, by arranging payment plans,
forgiving debts or taking on property or income in exchange for the care of the individual. Most of these women seem
to have lived within the confines of the land held by the hospital and have turned to the institution as both a landowner
and a source of help.
   Information on these arrangements is based upon St. Bartholomew's Cartulary, a fifteenth century index of the deeds
and other important property documents held by the hospital. Though the hospital was founded with a priory, the two
operated separately in most property concerns.6 Unfortunately, because the Cartulary was not composed to explain the
lives of medieval women, but rather to trace the lands and income of the hospital, the motivation behind these
transactions is usually unclear. Some entries contain little information beyond the name of the donor and the amount
or location of the donation. Many of these entries are simply transfers of land held from the hospital between tenants,
but a large number of entries involve widows and the hospital or third parties. The most common entries involving
widows as one of the major actors involved, include grants of property in exchange for rent or other holdings, transfers
of responsibility for rent and/or maintenance, and simple inheritance. Because of the London custom of free bench,
widows frequently had either to quitclaim their rights to property in which they had lived with their husbands or to
confirm grants made by men in their wills or by the heirs.
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Table 1
Major Categories of Transactions Involving Widows
Grants (total)   41
   To other family members    5
   To non-family    347
   From others    2
Quitclaims (total)    32
   To family    2
   To non-family    30
   With family consent    3
Confirmation of land granted by family members    4
Help from St. Bartholomew's    6
Other     7
Total number of entries    90

   In only six cases is a widow's need for help specifically stated in the entry, though this does not necessarily preclude
assistance in other cases. Many widows probably did not require aid, and some who did may have sought it from other
sources. Because of these factors, it is impossible to ascertain what proportion of widows who needed help took
advantage of the aid offered by St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
   To understand these transactions, I have relied heavily upon two studies which provide information on retirement and
maintenance arrangements in other areas of England. Elaine Clark's work on retirement contracts among peasants in
East Anglia outlines the personal and family issues which must be considered in reaching conclusions about individual
arrangements.8 Pat Cullum's study of corrodies--that is, pensions purchased by individuals from hospitals that provided
a place as boarders, food, and care or some combination of these benefits in old age--is based upon the more complete
records of St. Leonard's Hospital in York and has provided a model for financial arrangements made between
individuals and hospitals.9
   The direct relief of poverty is the type of help most clearly tied to the hospital's mission to aid the sick poor. Several
transactions imply situations in which widows were overwhelmed by debt.10 All seem to have held property from the
hospital and owed substantial back rent. These debts may have been payable upon the husband's death because the
leasehold was partially or primarily in his name or because the wife was charged with executing his will.11 Perhaps at
some point in her widowhood, the hospital believed a given woman could not support her property. This cannot be
determined from the records. What does seem clear is that, at least in some cases, the hospital was willing to take a
financial loss to prevent women from becoming destitute or homeless. For example, in the case of Agnes, widow of
Everard Carpentarius, the hospital took over her property, but assumed a loss of 60 shillings to repay her debt, repair
the property and provide poverty relief for Agnes and her two daughters.12
   But the hospital was also careful in allocating its funds. In less desperate situations, such as that of Isabel, the widow
of Richard le Forester, hospital and priory officials seem to have merely overseen arrangements for the property to be
assumed by Richard de Basingstoke until she could pay her debts.13 In four months, Isabel regained her property.14
Whether her tenement was surrendered as bond for a loan or if Basingstoke was the person to whom she owed money
is not stated, but the notation of her payment states that her property was returned to her, "according to a former
agreement."15 In this case, I believe the widow was provided breathing space to get her finances in order before losing
her property. Another woman, Florence, who was 18 years in arrears of rent, arranged to make her payments over time
and retain her property,16 but upon her remarriage a new payment plan was negotiated with her husband and it
appears that he assumed responsibility for her debt.17 The hospital was probably able to retrieve their investment in
Florence and was relieved of their responsibility for her.
   Finally, the hospital may have actively sought interested parties to support women who found themselves in financial
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difficulties. In the case of Lucy de Berkyngge, the hospital quitclaimed rights to her unpaid rent, which appears to
have been assumed, at least in part by the Goldsmith's Guild, to which her family had ties.18 The property was
retained by the guild after her death.19
   Because of the influence of the hospital, some women may have relied on it when making financial agreements with
third parties, both family and non-kin, as well as by making arrangements with the institution itself. Many of these
arrangements appear to be retirement contracts, that is, agreements which transferred property to either family
members or other parties in exchange for an income, a place to live, allowances of food and clothing, physical care or
some combination of these elements.
   Elaine Clark's work on maintenance contracts among peasants in East Anglia discusses reasons why families may
have developed retirement agreements.20 The younger generation may have wished to marry. A landholder might not
be able to continue maintaining land or other property. The elder party might no longer wish to work and had adequate
wealth to support a life of leisure. Clark also notes that many families may have made such agreements informally. She
believes that the existence of manorial records documenting such arrangements may indicate families with problematic
relationships or with a great deal of wealth at stake. In the case of the transactions in St. Bartholomew's Cartulary, the
arrangements made are less explicit than the contracts Clark studied, since they reflect only transfers of property, but
specific cases raise interesting questions about the process of the transfer and the motivation of the parties involved.
   Emma Vyande received a substantial inheritance in 1322 including a brewhouse, shops and houses.21 In 1324, she
transferred this property to her daughter, also named Emma, and her son-in-law,22 despite the fact that she had a
surviving son who was of an age to inherit.23 Many different situations may have led to this. Emma and her late
husband may have anticipated this inheritance and planned to give it to their daughter, having allocated other resources
to provide for their son. If this property transfer was simply an equalizing inheritance and the two years between
transfers is simply time for legal process, then it does not necessarily imply that the elder Emma wished to retire from
her activities. On the other hand, the two-year gap between her inheritance and the transfer of the property to her
daughter may represent time during which Emma controlled the property and found she was not willing or not able to
continue to do so. Emma may have required something in return from her daughter, perhaps a promise of care should
she become ill or an increase in her income; but either she did not feel it necessary to formalize this agreement, or the
document does not survive. The elder Emma may finally have simply felt closer to her daughter, or may have been in
conflict with her son, and made a statement with her gift.
   Emma was, however, more fortunate than Margery, the widow of John Tarent, who transferred a great deal of
property to her daughter, Gillian, and son-in-law, Hugh.24 Margery survived her daughter, and then granted further
property to Hugh, presumably for her daughter's offspring.25 Hugh also died, and some these assets went to his
surviving widow, who was (at least) his third wife.26 The property eventually did end up with Margery's
granddaughter, but the chance of running out of people to whom one could entrust the family assets is apparent.
   For these two widows, their position of power in these transactions seems clear, unlike the widows in poverty. We
simply cannot determine the family dynamics from the deeds that survive, or to what extent these women asserted
themselves to make demands upon their families. Property transfers between individuals who do not appear to be
related cause even greater problems.
   In a typical scenario, Margaret, the widow of John Godefrey, a carpenter, quitclaimed a house and one-third of a
yard to Nicholas de Acton, a clerk.27 This property appears to have been her free bench. In return, Nicholas granted
her a shop for life for the token rent of one rose a year.28 Margaret no longer had to pay 10 shillings silver in annual
rent for her residence, which presumably allowed her to live more easily on her income, and she provided Acton with
a piece of property he needed or wanted. Some women may have made specific stipulations, like the widow who
required a promise from the man who received her house to keep it and the solar in good repair, as well as pay the
rent.29
   Other situations were more complicated. For example, one individual, William Arundel, a horse trader, was involved
in property transactions with at least four widows between 1303 and his death sometime before 1328.30 One woman
seems to have received rent,31 while another rent went to the priory and a church.32 In at least one case, William
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exchanged a tenement for a shop.33 William may have simply been engaging in land speculation, but he may have
been providing retirement agreements for these women. The information in the entries in the Cartulary do not explain
his motivations or any processes before or beyond the actual transfers. Yet the frequency with which Arundel appears
in the Cartulary implies that he had an important and ongoing relationship with the hospital. He may even have been
working as the hospital's agent, and he did grant much of the land he received from the widows to the institution
during the last few years of his life, in part for masses for "all the faithful departed."34 The brethren of the hospital
may have entrusted laymen to make arrangements for vulnerable widows and simply overseen the agreements in order
to free themselves from property management which would have taken time and attention from their service to the sick
and poor.
   William himself, and his wife Christine, granted many of their possessions to the hospital in 1325, only about three
years before William's death.35 In turn, the hospital granted a tenement to the couple for the rent of one penny per year
for the duration of their lives.36 Couples may often have made such arrangements, which only one survived to enjoy.
In some instances, such arrangements seem to have been made by the couple, then affirmed or changed by the woman
when she was widowed.37 In addition, some arrangements may have required the consent of other family
members.38/p>
   Such transactions conducted directly with the hospital offered potential benefits beyond immediate financial
assistance, particularly for those who had substantial assets. Lands or money transferred to St. Bartholomew's could
also serve a religious function, providing funds for masses and priests whose work was to speed the donor and/or her
loved ones on to heaven.39 This may also have allowed women to embark upon a "second career" as a religious in the
hospital.40 Some of these widows may have been young women who did not wish to remarry or who did wish to
embark upon a religious vocation they had not been able to undertake earlier in their lives. Such widows might not
have been able to become one of the four sisters in residence dictated by the founder, but may have served in a less
formal capacity.41 Several widows granted rents to the hospital of about ten shillings, the amount which two of the
sisters seem to have brought with them into the order.42    The hospital also had accommodations for severely ill and
infirm individuals. Certainly, the medieval aged suffered from many of the health problems which trouble the elderly
today, such as brittle bones, arthritis, decreased immunity, slow recovery from illness, poor hearing and vision, and
other difficulties.43 Some must have found the idea of living in a place that offered regular food and an established
social and spiritual network much more appealing than struggling to care for themselves in their own homes or relying
upon family or neighbors for assistance. In addition, St. Bartholomew's was a double hospital. It seems to have had
separate wards for male and female patients 44 and both brothers and sisters engaged in nursing. Perhaps receiving
care from women, as they most likely would have from their daughters or other women at home, was an added
attraction for widows.45
   One woman's grant of a tenement included the hospital's promise that she would be granted "a sister's portion,"
presumably speaking of victualling.46 This may have included meat two or three times a week, a ration of bread,
pottage and special treats like cheese on festival days.47 Such full benefits may not have been an option for all widows
because it seems likely that they required the contribution of substantial wealth to the hospital. Compromise
arrangements may have been available, including "out-patient" care. In a deed granting a tenement and an orchard to
the hospital in 1180, Ralph Quartermaras and Aubrey his wife included the conditions for the donation that: "If
necessary, the brethren will look after them either in their house or after receiving them in the community."48
   Pat Cullum's discussions of the accounts of St. Leonard's show parallels for such transactions.49 She finds that men
or couples most commonly purchased corrodies, and in some cases that a man's portion was assumed by his widow.50
Some contracts were for life, but others had to be renewed after a pre-determined period of time.51 Agreements for
residency, provisions, clothing and other issues of maintenance varied depending on the payments or assets the
individual could give to the hospital.
   Scarce space for residents in St. Bartholomew's may have been reserved for those with a physical need or those who
were willing to make themselves useful, as in the case of one man who granted land with the promise that he would
work only for the hospital in exchange for food and housing within the close.52 Perhaps in some cases these
agreements functioned as insurance, providing a safety net for people who did not require any financial support and
were still able to live on their own.
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   Beyond property, widows left other cares and responsibilities in the hands of the hospital. In one of the most
fascinating cases in the Cartulary, a widow named Christine left all of the property held by her late husband to St.
Bartholomew's on the condition that the hospital care for her two minor sons.53 The brethren were to "keep them in
good condition, giving them a reasonable quantity of food, clothes and shoes."54 The income from the property was to
go to the hospital during the boys' minority. Then the real estate was to be deeded to the boys, should they survive
childhood. Christine must have left the area, since she left the deed with one Geoffrey Faber whom she calls her
executor.
   The care of orphans and the children of unwed mothers was a part of the hospital's founding mission, but taking over
the care of legitimate children with surviving parents is a different matter. Of interest, also, is the note that explains
that Christine takes this action upon the advice of her friends and neighbors.55 She may have been mentally or
physically unable to care for her children. Perhaps she had the opportunity to remarry, but her new husband did not
want children from a previous marriage, or could not be entrusted with their lands. Christine may have entered a
nunnery and needed to take care of her earthly responsibilities before she left London. In any case, here St.
Bartholomew's most clearly takes the place of family, despite the fact that the boys still had a mother.
   In conclusion, St. Bartholomew's Cartulary shows that the financial transactions conducted with widows seem to
have contributed to the institution's overall mission to help the sick, poor and helpless. Widows turned to St.
Bartholomew's for help when they were faced by poverty or they wished to be relieved of responsibilities. The hospital
did not always aid these women directly, but strove to make arrangements which were desirable for all of the parties
involved. The institution took direct action in those cases most clearly tied to its mission to the sick poor, that is in
cases of extreme poverty, with the elderly and infirm and in providing spiritual support.
   I would argue that turning to the hospital for help was an attractive option for widows because of the stability and
religious mission of the institution. My interpretation of the deeds in the Cartulary assumes that the hospital was acting
in some way to aid these women and not simply to safeguard its own fiscal interests. The hospital clearly took pride in
its position with the laity in the city, as illustrated in its foundation book:
this dede anoon was dyvulgate by all the Cyte. And with a grete fame gretely accendid the people of bothe
ordres the Clergie. And the laife. And frome that tyme the noble matrones of the Cite kept ther nyght
wacchis; the clergie and the laife by companyes, fyllyn with grete deuocyne of soule and herte gladdenes,
hawntyng this place. and with ofte visitation solempne laude yeldid to God, with the fowndatoure.56
The fact that Christine, the widow with the two sons, was advised to entrust them to St. Bartholomew's also reflects the
trust bestowed on the hospital by the community at a time when wardships were often abused.57 Finally, the desire of
the citizens to refound the institution after its dissolution under Henry VIII indicates its importance to the city and the
citizens of London.58
   I assume, as well, that the individual women saw the hospital as a potential and effective ally, rather than just a
landlord. The documents do not make these conclusions readily apparent or indisputable because they do not offer
great insight into the circumstances under which each of the land transactions were made. Further research needs to be
undertaken to see if more evidence is available to support the assertion that the sisters and brothers of St.
Bartholomew's Hospital made a special effort to help widows.
   Though the primary mission of the institution was to provide spiritual succor, it also engaged in social good works.
This included support of what might today be called "family values." Those who had no families to care for them or
perform duties for which some individuals, such as women who had never controlled property or who were in ill
health, might not be prepared, could turn to the hospital for immediate help or to help them make arrangements to
meet their needs. By providing such services, the hospital, and perhaps its agents, metaphorically extended the family
of Christ into the larger society. One of the ways this ideal of Christian unity was realized was by taking on some of
the responsibilities of family for widows. The institution reinforced the social order in which it existed by helping those
who fell outside of the established organization of the family and served the community at large, as well as the
individual. Perhaps this service is best understood through the words of those citizens who asked for the hospital to be
refounded after the dissolution:
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for the ayde and comforte of the poore sykke, blynde, aged and impotent persones, beying not able to
helpe theymselffs, nor hauying any place certeyn whereyn they may be lodged, cherysshed and refresshed
tyll they be cured and holpen of theyre dyseases and syknesse. For the helpe of the said poore people, we
enforme your grace that there be nere and styn the cytye of London three hospytalls or spytells, comenly
called Saynt Mary Spytell, Saynt Bartylmews Spytell, and Saynt Thomas Spytell ... fownded of good
devocion by auncynt fathers ..."59
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